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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Denton, Texas, is a town with a population of 21,345

people, of which approximately 6,500 of the inhabitants are

students of two state colleges--North Texas State College,

which is coeducational, and Texas State College for Women.

The importance of the potential trade available from students

of these colleges presents a special merchandising problem

for the merchants of Denton, since the composition of their

immediate market is varied. The area served by Denton mer-

chants is primarily agricultural, with little manufacturing.

The market is composed of residents within the city, students

of the colleges, and residents of the outlying agricultural

communities.

Each of the groups comprising the market has distinctly

different economic needs which must be satisfied by the Denton

merchants. Recognizing these differences, the merchants must

decide whether to concentrate on the whole of the market, or

choose a particular group within the market to which their

selling efforts will be directed.

1 United States Bureau of the Census, 1950 Census.
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Statement of the Problem

The problem is to evaluate the efforts of Denton apparel

stores in communicating with college students and ultimately

securing student trade.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to determine the extent

to which Denton apparel stores have succeeded in securing

student trade, and from the findings to draw some conclusions

concerning improvement of relations with students which would

maximize the amount of student trade obtained by these stores.

Scope of the Study

This study is concerned with apparel stores only. There

are twenty-five such stores in Denton, including department

stores, shoe stores, and specialty shops.

The study is limited to relations of stores with the

students of North Texas State College, and the figures used

in this study will be those compiled from questionnaires com-

pleted from interviews conducted with North Texas State Col-

lege students.

The period covered by the study includes the months from

September, 1952, to April 15, 1953. Students interviewed

were enrolled for the spring semester, 1953, and the sample

was chosen from the college enrollment for this period.
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Sources of Data

The bulk of the data for this study were obtained by

means of a survey, including as respondents two hundred

fifty-two students enrolled for the spring semester, 1953,

at North Texas State College. In addition, data were obtained

by personal interviews with eleven store managers. Specific

information concerning sampling details was obtained from

published sources listed in the bibliography.

Methods of Securing Data

There are several methods of collecting data for a study

of this type, the most common being the survey method. The

survey method is based on a moderately large number of re-

spondents chosen from the entire group or universe being

tested or studied. This process is known as sampling. The

theory of sampling is based on the assumption that an adequate

number of items selected from a large group, will have the

characteristics of the entire group. The general law of sampl-

ing may be summarized as follows: A moderately large number

of items taken at random from a very large group are almost

sure to have the characteristics of the larger group.2

There are three accepted methods of sampling for market-

ing research purposes; the random sample, the quota sample,

and the area sample. The random sampling method is based on

the theory that items taken at random from a large group will

Lyndon 0. Brown, Marketn and Distribution Research,
p. 469.
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have the same characteristics as the entire group or universe,

The quota sample, which is used in this study, relies on pro-

portionality to insure adequate representations of the uni-

verse, on the assumption that a sufficiently large number of

items chosen according to a predetermined design, or pattern,

will have the characteristics of the universe. A sample de-

sign is established on the basis of selected controls, such

as age, sex, and economic class. The total number of cases

is spread to the various cells in this design, so that the

number in each classification for each of the controls is in

the same proportion of the total number of cases, in the sample

as it is to the total universe being sampled.3 The area sample

relies on items, chosen at random, from designated areas

within the whole universe to insure adequate representation

of the entire uni verse.

In addition to the use of the survey method in securing

data from the student body, personal interviews were conducted

with eleven managers of selected stores.

Definition of Terms

Major universe.-The major universe refers to the whole

of the items being tested or sampled. The major universe is

composed of a number of minor groups, each of which is referred

to as a minor universe. In this study, the major universe re-

fers to the enrollment of students at North Texas State

Ibid., p. 466.
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College, excluding permanent Denton residents. Each of the

divisions within the control factors--sex, college classifi-

cation, and home residence--represents a separate minor

universe.

Gross amle.-The gross sample, as used in this study,

refers to the two hundred fifty-two students chosen by the

quota method to represent the major universe.

Sub sample.-Sub sample, as used in this study, refers

to the number of students chosen to represent each of the

minor groups, or control factors: sex, college classification,

and home residence.

sarelstore.-For the purpose of this study, an apparel

store is defined as any store handling apparel as one of its

principal lines of merchandise. Apparel includes men's

clothing, women's clothing, children's clothing, shoes,, and

accessories such as hats, handbags, and other major items of

wearing apparel.

Department store.-In this study the term department store

has a slightly different connotation thAn is generally ac-

cepted by the public. For the purpose of this study, a de-

partment store is defined as a large apparel store, which

handles all of the major items of wearing apparel, but may

not actually be departmentalized in its operations.

Specialty store.-A specialty store, when referred to in

this study, indicates a store which specializes in either
men's or women's apparel exclusively.



CHAPTER II

TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED IN THE STUDY

Construction of the Sample

This study was based on a survey of the student body

using the quota sampling method, and on informal interviews

with store managers. The essentials of the quota sample

have been discussed in Chapter I. The principle of propor-

tionality, the basis for the quota sample, requires that

each significant class which exists in the universe must be

represented in the sample in exactly the same proportion as

it exists in the universe. If a sample is constructed in

such a manner, the results should give accurate representation

of the whole universe.

Control factors used in this study to insure proportion-

ality were college classification:, sex, and home residence.

The latter was used to determine if the residents of Dallas

and Fort Worth, two large cities near Denton, differed in

their patronage of Denton stores from that of the whole sample.

For this study, the major universe consisted of 4,104

students enrolled for the spring semester, 1953, at North

Texas State College, minus students listed as permanent Denton

residents. Since the purpose of the study was primarily to

I
Ibid.,p. 469.

6
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determine the familiarity of out-of-town students with Denton

stores, students listed as permanent Denton residents were

excluded from the sample. This was done on the assumption

that the response of Denton students would bias the results,

due to their length of residence in Denton.

In lieu of actual figures concerning the number of stu-

dents from Denton, names were chosen at random from the student

directory, taking the first and last names from each page,

and listing their home addresses. By this random selection,

170 names were chosen, yielding the following proportions

according to home residence; Denton 14 per cent, Dallas 19

per cent, Fort Worth 6 per cent, and all other towns 61 per

cent. Applying this percentage of Denton residents to the

4,104 students enrolled in the college, an adjusted major

universe of 3,529 students was developed. However, the pro-

portions of the whole student body by sex and college classi-

fication were used in selecting the quota sample, on the as-

sumption that Denton students would differ from others only

in the matter of place of residence.

The eiirollment figures and the total composition of the

universe according to sex and college classification were

obtained from records in the office of the College Registrar.

Using the 4,104 students as the major universe, 252 stu-

dents were chosen, arbitrarily, as a representative number of

respondents for the sample. In determining the proper
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proportions of students from Dallas and Fort Worth, the per-

centages found from the random selection of names mentioned

on the previous page were applied to the major universe.

After exclusion of Denton residents, the Dallas and Fort Worth

students represented approximately 30 per cent of the adjusted

major universe. Correspondingly the percentage of students

from all other towns became 70 per cent of the adjusted major

universe, rather than the 61 per cent as determined from the

random selection of names from the student directory.

Total enrollment figures and the composition of the va-

rious classification groups are shown in Table 1. The enroll-

ment figures are for the spring semester, 1953, at North

Texas State College. These figures and the composition of

the groups were used as the basis for construction of the

sample to insure proportionality and an adequate representa-

tion of the major universe. Table 2 shows the actual number

of students of each group which were included in the survey.

These figures represent the groups in the exact proportions

in which they occur in the major universe, and are based on

the figures in Table 1.

Table 1 also shows the total college enrollment for

the spring semester, 1953, and the composition of the en-

rollment by sex and college classification. From these fig-

ures the number of students of each sex and college classifi-

cation group to be included in the survey were determined.
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TABLE 1

BASIC FIGURES USED IN CONSTRUCTION OF THE SAMPLE

Composition of the Major Universe*

Class Males Females Total
Freshmen 613 502 1,115Sophomores 477 379 856Juniors 543 344 887Seniors 469 334 803
Graduates 298145 4443Total 

4,104

Classification Groups as a Percentage of Major Universe

Class Per Cent

Freshmen. . . . . . . 27
Sophomores. . . . . . 21
Juniors . . . . . . . 22
Seniors .. . . . . . 19
Graduates . . . . . . II

Sex Composition of Classification Groups

Class Per Cent of Males Per Cent of Females

Freshmen 55 45Sophomores 56 44Juniors 61 39Seniors 58 42Graduates 67 33

Figures obtained from the office of the College Registrar

By applying the percentages of the various classification.

groups to the sample of 252 students, the number of students

of each classification to .be included in the survey was deter-

mined as shown in Table 2.
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TABLE 2

NUMBER OF STUDENTS OF EACH GROUP INCLUDED IN SURVEY

Class Percentage of Number
Gross Sample

Freshmen 27 68
Sophomores 21 53
Juniors 22 55
Seniors 19 48
Graduates 11 28

Class Total Males Females
Number TFrTCent Number Cent umbe

Freshmen 68 55 37 45 31
Sopho-
mores 53 56 30 44 23

Juniors 55 61 34 39 21
Seniors 48 58 28 42 20
Grad-
uate 28 67 19 33 9
Total 252 148 104

Group Percentage of Number
Gross Sample

Dallas and Fort
Worth Residents 30 76

Residents of all
Other Towns
(Excluding Denton) 70 176

Totals 100 252

The above figures show the number of students of each

control factor which were included in the sample. They repre-

sent the groups in the proportions in which they occur in the

universe. Assuming that the number of students chosen for the
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sample was adequate, the results of the study should be

representative of the universe.

Construction of the Questionnaire

The questionnaire used in this study was designed to se-

cure factual information through the "recall method." Ques-

tions include both fact and opinion questions concerning ap-

parel stores, and various services which might influence

student trading. Questions concerning advertising media were

also included to evaluate the available media as a means of

communicating with college students. A copy of the question-

naire used in this study is shown; also a description of each

question is given. The purpose and importance of each question

are discussed so that the reader may more easily understand

the objectives of the questionnaire.

Question I of the questionnaire was designed to measure

the effectiveness of Denton apparel stores in attracting and

securing trade from the student market. Part 1, question I,

was asked to determine which of the apparel stores had made

themselves known to the student body. Part 2, question I,

was asked to determine which of the stores the students named,

had, through window displays, advertising, location, and other

promotional means, induced the students to visit them. Part 3,

question I, was asked to determine the effectiveness of the

sales personnel, store layout, and lines of merchandise of-

fered for sale, in actually inducing students to purchase
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Student questionnaire - North Texas State College.s

Home Address

Class: Freshman_ Sophomore Junior Senior_ Graduate

Sex: Male__ Female_ .

I. 1. Name as many apparel stores in Denton as you can.
2. Which of the stores names have you visited since

September?
3. Have you made purchases in these stores since

September?
4. If so, what item or items did you purchase last?

Approximate date purchased.

Store Visited Made Last Purchase
Purchase(s) Item(s) Month

1 2 3 4

1. YesNo_ YesNo

2. Yes_No_ YesNo

3. YesNo_ YesNo

4. Yes_No_ YesNo

5. YesNo YesNo

6. Yes_No_ YesNo_

7. YesNo_ YesNo

8. YesNo YesNo

9. YesNo YesNo

10. YesNo_ YesNo

II. Are there any stores at which you have made purchases
which you think are doing a particularly good job of
serving college students? YesNo_. If so, what
one or ones?

III. Are there any stores at which you have made purchases
which you think are doing a particularly poor job of
serving college students? YesNo_. If so, what
one or ones?

Name.
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IV. Have you found it difficult to cash checks at any of
stores named above? YesNo__* If so, which one or
ones?

V. Do you have any charge accounts in Denton? Yes No.
If so, at what store (s)?

VI. A good many college students have said that it is dif-
ficult for a student to obtain credit in Denton. Have
you applied for credit at Denton stores? Yes No__
Have you had difficulty in securing credit? YUi__No__

VII. Have you received any advertising matter, through the
mail, from any of the stores listed above? Yes No
If so, from what store or stores?

VIII. Do you read the Denton Record Chronicle regularly?
Yes__No

IX. Do you read the Campus Chat regularly? Yes__No

X. How often do you listen to KDNT, the local radio
station? Daily__Less frequently than daily, but at
least once a week___ Less frequently than once a
week_.

merchandise offered by the various stores. The above divisions

of question I are the most important questions in the question-

naire, since the results will show which of the stores are re-

ceiving the largest amount of student response to their sales

and promotion plans.

Part 4, question I, which did not follow the purpose of

the study, was asked to check answers given to part 3, on the

assumption that if students answered "yes"t to part 3, the

veracity of their answers could be substantiated by requiring

them to name the item purchased and the date of the purchase.

Question II was designed to determine, through student

opinions, which of the stores at which students had purchased,
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had made an outstandingly favorable impression on the students

by their service, merchandise, or other means . This question

was intended to determine the ranking of the different stores

in the minds of the students.

Question III was asked to determine, through student

opinions, which of the stores at which students had purchased,

had failed to impress the students with their service, lines

of merchandise, or other means. No attempt was made to deter-

mine the specific reasons for answers given to questions II

and III, since the purpose of the questions was to determine

the standing of the stores,, rather than to find why students

tended to prefer one store over another.

Questions IV, V, and VI were designed to measure the im-

portance of various services offered students, and their ef-

fect on the stores at which students seemingly preferred to

trade. Question IV, concerning the service of check-cashing

was asked to determine if students tended to trade at stores

where checks were cashed readily, and if failure to cash stu-

dent checks by the stores affected the amount of student trade

obtained.

Question V, concerning the use of charge accounts by stu-

dents, was designed to measure the importance of credit in se-

curing student trade. This question was not limited to apparel

stores, since the purpose was to determine the importance of

credit to students, rather than the importance of credit in

securing student trade at particular types of stores.
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Question VI was asked to measure the importance of student

credit in securing apparel trade, and to determine the credit

policies of the apparel stores, regarding student customers.

Question VII was asked to determine which stores, if any,

were using direct mail advertising to reach potential stu-

dent customers, and to measure the effectiveness of this ad-

vertising in securing student trade. Some indications of the

importance of student trade to each of the stores should also

be found from this question.

Questions VIII, IX, and X were designed to evaluate the

advertising media available to stores wishing to secure stu-

dent trade. Question VIII was asked to determine student

readership of the Denton Record Chronicle, a local daily paper.

Question IX measured the student readership of the semi-

weekly college publication, _The CaMpus Chat*. Question X was

designed to measure the frequency with which students listened

to KDNT, the Denton radio station. Through evaluation of the

advertising media available for reaching students, the media

can be ranked as to their importance in reaching potential

customers of the various stores.

These questions, while not all-inclusive, secure factual

information and serve to measure the effectiveness of apparel

stores in securing student trade. The comparative standing

of the different stores is determined by questions I, II, and

III, and the remaining questions measure some of the services
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which might affect student trading and evaluate various means

of communicating with students.

Administering the Questionnaire

The questionnaire used in this study was administered

by members of the Marketing Research class of North Texas

State College. Each member of the class, while inexperienced

in personal interviewing, was thoroughly familiar with the

purpose of the study, and the class as a whole was given in-

struction concerning the proper selection of respondents and

the conducting of interviews with respondents * The purpose

and importance of each question in the questionnaire was ex-

plained in detail to the class, and the results indicated

that the interviewers followed their instructions carefully.

Considering the above information, the results of the survey

should not be biased to a great degree.

Each member of the class was assigned ten respondents

with specific instructions as to the sex and college classifi-

cation of the ten respondents. Students were instructed to

include three of the ten students from Dallas or Fort Worth,

with no specification as to the sex and classification of

these three respondents. This freedom of selection of re-

spondents could possibly cause error. However, tabulated

results show that of the students interviewed from Dallas and

Fort Worth, 52 per cent were males and 47 per cent were females.

Proportions of males and females in the whole sample were 59
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per cent and 41 per cent, respectively. This difference of

6 per cent is so small as to cause little error in the find-

ings, and indicates that students from Dallas and Fort Worth

were chosen in approximately the same proportions as those

in the whole sample.

Reliability of the Study

This study, based on the use of a quota sample, is sub-

ject to certain limitations and advantages which are inherent

in quota sampling. Quota sampling is economical and practical.

It provides for deliberate control of the sample in a manner

to insure adequate proportionality. It is the method most

widely used by marketing research organizations, and results

have proved that it is sufficiently accurate for most purposes.2

Quota sampling is subject to certain weaknesses which

should be noted, though the method is a sound one. The first

weakness is the arbitrary selection of controls. Second, the

sample is non-random in character and field workers have a

great amount of freedom in choosing respondents, which often

results in biased results. Third, it is not possible to cal-

culate the probable sampling error in choosing the number of

respondents in the sample.

However, as mentioned above, numerous applications of

the quota sampling method and reliable results obtained from

2Lyndon 0. Brown, Marke and Distribution Research,
p. 468.
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these applications have led market research organizations to

accept quota sampling as the most practical and economical

of the sampling methods.3

3
Ibid., p. 469.



CHAPTER III

PRESENTATION OF SURVEY FINDINGS

Overall Results of Survey

After tabulation of the questionnaires used in this

study, tables were constructed showing the results of each

question in simple total form. These totals, for each ques-

tion were then converted into percentages of the total sample

and for each minor group within the sample. The tables il-

lustrate the comparative effectiveness of each of the stores

in securing student trade.

Tables showing simple totals computed for each question

are found in the Appendix. These serve as the basis for all

figures shown in tables used within the body of the study.

Tables 3 through 6 show the degree to which each store

has succeeded in drawing trade from the student market as a

whole. These tables are based on the tabulated results of

questions I, II, and III of the questionnaire.

Table 3 illustrates the effectiveness of the stores in

communicating with students and ultimately developing student

trade. The figures shown are based on the answers tabulated

for question I, parts 1, 2, and 3 for the whole sample. These

figures indicate that there are five outstanding stores se-

curing the bulk of student trade. Three of the stores,

19
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Russell's, The Boston Store, and Penney's, are department

stores. The Varsity Shop is a combination men's and woments

apparel store, and Curry's is a men's specialty shop. The

Varsity Shop and Curry's are located near the college campus,

while the department stores are located in the downtown area.

TABLE 3

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS WHO NAMED,
VISITED, AND PURCHASED AT ALL STORES

Store Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
Named Visited Purchased

Boston Store 93 83 54
Russell's 98 91 67
Varsity Shop 89 83 65
Curry's 77 68 44
Penney's 63 42 24
Hendley's 33 28 18
Zilar's 27 26 15
La Mode 30 23 13
Vanity Shop 27 25 10
Sweetbriar 35 26 12
Franklin's 31 13 4
Sears 37 32 19
Burr's 31 16 5
William's Store 29 19 5
Bushey's 10 6 2
Western Shop 29 15 5
Austin Shoes 25 18 6
Stone's Shoes 7 5 1
Others* 28 12 3

Includes Smart
Store, Young Moderns

and Thrifty, Mode 0'Day, Kahn's, Army
, and Craven's Dry qoods.

The remaining stores in Table 3 consist of two depart-

ment stores - Burr's and Sears; six ladies' specialty shops -

Hendley's, Zilar's, La Mode, Vanity Shop, Sweetbriar, and
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Franklin's; three combination men's and women's apparel

stores - Williams Store, Western Shop, and Bushey's; two

shoe stores - Stone's and Austin. Hendley's and Zilar's are

located near the college campus. All others are located in

the downtown area.

All stores other than the five mentioned previously seem

to be average, or below average in securing trade from the

college market. Figures in Table 3 are based on the total

respondents, however, and tend to give a distorted view of

some stores. Stores which do not cater to college trade in

their operations naturally appear lower in the percentage of

trade obtained than do the stores which direct a great amount

of their sales prootion toward the college market.

Other stores which appear low in Table 3 are the ladies'

specialty shops and the shoe stores. These stores deal ex-

clusively in special lines of apparel and do not attempt to

serve the whole market. The ladies' specialty shops concen-

trate their efforts on the female population of the market

and therefore appear low in figures for the whole market. The

shoe stores deal exclusively in shoes, and cannot be expected

to secure as great amount of trade as do the stores which

handle shoes as well as other lines of apparel. Later tables,

based-on findings for the minor groups and the particular

store types will illustrate more clearly the effectiveness of

these stores in drawing trade from the student market.
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To illustrate the effectiveness of the different stores

in attracting potential customers who named their stores,

and in securing trade from students who visited, Table 4 was

constructed. Column 1 shows the proportion of total respond-

ents who named each store. Column 2 shows the proportion of

students who named each store who visited, and column 3 shows

the proportion of students who visited each store who made

purchases.

TABLE 4

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS WHO NAMED
STORES, WHO VISITED STORES NAMED AND

WHO PURCHASED AT STORES VISITED

Store Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
Named (1) Visited(2) Purchased(3)

Boston Store 93 89 65
Russell's 98 93 74
Varsity Shop 89 94 78
Curry's 77 88 65
Penney's 63 67 59
Hendley's 33 83 64
Zilar's 27 97 57
La Mode 30 78 54
Vanity Shop 27 93 38
Sweetbriar 35 76 44
Franklin's 31 42 28
Sears 37 86 58
Burr's 31 52 30
Willaims Store 29 66 25
Bushey's 10 56 36
Western Shop 29 51 34
Austin Shoes 25 70 33
Stone's Shoes 7 71 17
Others 28 42 27
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These percentages measure the effectiveness of the adver-

tising, window displays, and location of each store in at-

tracting potential customers, and the effectiveness of the

sales personnel, selection of merchandise, and store layout

in inducing these potential customers to actually make a pur-

chase. The five outstanding stores which appeared most suc-

cessful in Table 3, are also attracting the greatest propor-

tion of students who named their stores, and students who

visited their stores. A significant finding shown in Table 4

is the considerably better showing of ladies specialty shops

in selling to students. While they are not attracting as

many students to their stores, they appear to be fairly suc-

cessful in selling students who visit their stores. Only one

specialty store, Franklin's, appears to be below average in

the percentage of students who visited and purchased.

The third column in Table 4, possibly the most significant

figures in the study, show that the five leading stores are

all far above average in selling to students who visited their

stores. The average percentage of students who visited who

made a purchase at these stores is 68 per cent, compared to

34 per cent of all stores. The ladies' specialty shops are

selling to an average of 51 per cent of the students who visit

their stores. The combination men's and women's apparel stores

(excluding the Varsity Shop) are securing trade from 31 per

cent of the students visiting their stores. The other depart-

ment stores and the shoe stores appear to be selling 44 per
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cent and 20 per cent, respectively, of the students who visit

their stores.

The reasons for the poor showing of the stores which ap-

pear below average in selling student customers cannot be

definitely ascertained, but probably are due to poor sales

personnel, inappropriate selection of merchandise, or a lack

of good communication with students. Another important fac-

tor which definitely affects the showing of the stores is the

degree to which the stores direct their selling efforts toward

students. Some stores apparently do not cater to college stu-

dents, while others depend almost entirely on student trade.

The results of questions II and III are expressed as

percentages of total respondents in Table 5. These figures

show the proportions of students who felt that the stores

were doing a particularly good or poor job of serving college

students. If the questions were worded properly, there should

be positive correlation between the stores named as doing a

particularly good or poor job of serving students, and the

actual amount of trade secured by these stores.

Figures in Table 5 indicate that four of the five stores

which appeared outstanding to. this point are also listed by

the students most frequently as doing a particularly good job

of serving college students. Penney's is the exception, be-

ing listed by only 4 per cent of the total respondents as

doing a good job of serving students.
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TABLE 5

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS WHO NAMED STORES AS
DOING A GOOD OR POOR JOB OF SERVING STUDENTS

Store Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
Doing Doing Students
Good Job Poor Job Who Purchased

Serv. Stu'ts Serv. Stu'ts

Boston Store 19 5 54
Russell's 32 8 67
Varsity Shop 44 3 65
Curry's 35 -m44
Penney's 3 1 24
Hendley's 8 1 18
Zilar's 7 - 15
La Mode 2 13
Vanity Shop 2 10
Sweetbrier 4 12
Franklin's-- 4
Sears - 19
Burr's-5
Willaims Store 1 1 5
Bushey's,- - 2
Western Shop 1 - 5
Austin Shoes - 6
Stone's Shoes -
Others - 1 3

The importance of location in securing studentstrade is

shown by the large proportion of students who named the campus

stores as doing a good job. In addition to the advantage of

location, the campus stores cater almost exclusively to stu-

dents, which affects the findings for these stores. Despite

the fact that the downtown stores are competing favorably

with the campus stores in the proportion of students who pur-

chase, they are noticeably lower than the campus stores in

the percentage of students who named them as doing a good job

of serving students.
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Table 6 shows the percentages of students who purchased

at each store and named the store as doing a particularly

good or poor job. The figures indicate comparative success

of the stores in establishing good relations with student

customers.

TABLE 6

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS WHO PURCHASED AT STORES
WHO NAMED STORES AS DOING A PARTICULARLY
GOOD OR POOR JOB OF SERVING STUDENTS-

Store Per Cent Doing Per Cent Doing
Good Job Serving Poor Job Serving
Students Students

Boston Store 36 10
Russell's 50 12
Varsity Shop 68 5
Curry's 78 1
Hendley's 42 4
Zilar's 51 3
La Mode 16 3
Vanity Shop 33
SweetbriAr 31 3
Franklin's 10
Penney's 13 3
Sears 2
Williams Store 15 15
Western Shop 23M-
Burr's -- 7
Bushey 's -.
Austin Shoes -- 5
Stone's Shoes -
Others 25

From Table 6, the advantage in location held by the cam-

pus stores is further evidenced by the proportion of students

who purchased at these stores who named them as doing a good
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job. Again it should be noted that these stores cater al-

most exclusively to college trade. Several of the downtown

stores appear significantly ineffective in their efforts to

secure good relations with students. Sears, Franklin's,

Stone's and Austin shoe stores, Burr's, and Bushey's, are

named by none of the students as doing a good job of serving

them. This is probably due to the fact that all of these

stores, located downtown, tend to concentrate on trade from

townspeople and people from the agricultural communities for

the bulk of their sales volume. These stores have appeared

average or below average throughout the study.

Russell's and the Boston Store appear to be moderately

successful in establishing good relations with students, com-

pared with figures for the campus stores. The Vanity Shop,

although not securing trade from a large number of students,

apparently has impressed many of them who purchased at the

store. It is rated below the campus stores, but considerably

above the other downtown ladies' specialty shops. La Mode,

which has appeared to be one of the leading ladies' specialty

shops, seems to be failing to impress many of its student cus-

tomers.

From the figures shown in Tables 3 through 6, it is evident

that certain stores have been more successful in attracting

and securing trade than others. These differences can be at-

tributed to a number of factors, including location, selection

of merchandise, advertising and sales programs, and, most of
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all, the extent to which each of the stores tends to concentrate

on student trade. An analysis of these factors as they apply

to selected stores will besaiown in Chapter IV, from results

of interviews with store managers.

Results for Particular Store Types

For the purpose of comparing findings more easily, stores

included in this study were grouped into classes, or types,

according to the particular kind of operation which they

represented. Store types included were department stores,

combination men's and women's apparel stores, specialty shops,

and shoe stores. Tables 7 through 10 show the proportions of

total respondents who named, visited, and purchased at these

stores.

Table 7 shows the percentages of total respondents who

named, visited, and made a purchase at each department store.

These figures illustrate the standing of each of these stores

in attracting and securing student trade.

Figures in Table 7 indicate that there are two major

department stores securing the bulk of student trade, The

Boston Store, and Russell's. Penney's is only about ten points

below average, while Sears and Burr's are well below average.

The two leading department stores are independent concerns,

while the others are chain organizations. This difference in

operation probably accounts for the difference in the find-

ings for the stores. The independent stores may be more
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PERCENTAGE OF
AND

TABLE 7

TOTAL RESPONDENTS WHO NAMED, VISITED,
PURCHASED AT ,DEPARTMENT STORES

Store Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
Named Visited Purchased

Boston Store 93 83 54
Russell's 98 91 67
Penney's 63 42 24
Sears 37 32 19
Burr's 31 16 5

Average 64 52 34

flexible in adapting their operations for concentration on

certain groups within the market than chain organizations.

The chain stores may follow a specific plan of operation

which is not as flexible as that of independent stores.

Table 8, showing figures for combination men's and

women's apparel stores, illustrates their effectiveness in

securing trade.

TABLE 8

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS WHO NAMED, VISITED,
AND PURCHASED AT COMBINATION APPAREL STORES

Store Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
Named Visited Purchased

Varsity Shop 89 83 65
Williams Store 29 19 .5
Western Shop 29 15 5
Bushey's 10 6 2

Average 39 31 19
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Figures in Table 8 show that there is only one major

combination men's and women's apparel store securing a great

amount of student trade, the Varsity Shop. None of the other

stores are securing a significant amount. The showing of the

Varsity Shop probably is due to its location near the campus

and the fact that it serves students almost exclusively. The

other stores either do not concentrate much of their selling

effort toward securing student trade, or obviously have used

the wrong methods in attempting to attract trade from students.

Table 9 shows the percentage of total respondents who

named, visited, and purchased at specialty shops. Later comn-

putations will show the proportions of males and females who

listed each store, and will illustrate more fully the extent

to which each store is securing its share of the student market.

TABLE 9

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS WHO NAMED, VISITED,
AND PURCHASED AT SPECIALTY SHOPS

Store Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
Named Visited Purchased

Curry's 77 68 44

Handley's 33 28 18
Zilar's 27 26 15
La Mode 30 23 13
Sweet briar 35 26 12
Vanity Shop 27 25 10
Franklin's 31 13 4

Average** 30 24 12

Men's specialty shop

Average for women's specialty shops only
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Curryts, the men's specialty shop, appears to be excep-

tionally successful in attracting and securing student trade.

Possibly this is due to its location near the college, and

the fact that it depends principally on student trade for

business. The ladies' specialty shops all appear to be about

equal in attracting and securing trade. The Vanity Shop and

Franklin's appear to be known to a great many students, but

are below average in attracting and securing trade. Hendley's

and Zilar's appear to be the most successful ladies' specialty

shops, probably due to their location near the college. All

other ladies' specialty shops are located in the downtown

area.

Two shoe stores were included in this study. These

stores deal exclusively in shoes, and cannot be expected to

have as high a percentage of student trade as the other stores

which handle shoes in addition to other apparel items. Table

10 shows the results for these two stores.

TABLE 10

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS WHO NAMED,
VISITED AND PURCHASED AT SHOE STORES

Store Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
Named Visited Purchased

Austin Shoes 25 18 6
Stone's Shoes 7 5 1

These figures show that the Austin store is the leading

shoe store in obtaining student trade. The Austin store
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enjoys a more desirable location than Stone's, which is sit-

uated away from the normal flow of student traffic in the

downtown area.

Tables 7 through 10 indicate that certain stores within

the store types have been most successful in attracting and

securing student trade. Russell's and the Boston Store are

the leading department stores. The Varsity Shop is the lead-

ing combination apparel store. Curry's is the leading men's

specialty store, and Hendley's and Zilar's are the leading

ladies' specialty shops, with strong competition from La Mode

and Sweetbriar. The Austin shoe store is by far the leading

shoe store, although the amount of student trade attracted

by both shoe stores is small.

The reasons for the apparent success or failure of the

various stores in securing student trade cannot be determined

without a thorough study of the policies and operations of

each store. Since this was not possible in this study, inter-

views were conducted with managers of selected stores to de-

termine current policies concerning student trade, and the

relative importance of student trade to their particular stores.

The results of these interviews will be shown in Chapter IV,

with an analysis of important factors in attracting and se-

curing maximum student trade.

Findings of Minor Groups

There were three minor groups, or sub-samples, of the

gross sample, included in this study: sex, college
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classification, and home residence. These groups were in-

cluded to insure proportionality in the sample, and on the

assumption that the shopping and trading habits of each of

the groups would differ somewhat from the others. Tables 11

through 17 show the findings for the minor groups in regard

to the stores which students of each group named, visited,

and made purchases. These tables illustrate the effective-

ness of the stores in attracting and securing trade from the

minor groups which make up the gross sample.

Table 11 shows the total number of stores which students

of each group named and visited, and the stores at which pur-

chases were made.

TABLE 11

TOTAL NUMBER OF STORES WHICH STUDENTS OF
EACH GROUP NAMED, AND VISITED, AND

AT WHICH PURCHASES WERE MADE

Group Named Visited Purchad

Gross Sample 2,015 1,582 931
Males 1,050 770 461
Females 965 812 470
Freshmen 491 399 256
Sophomores 434 365 214
Juniors 405 315 173
Seniors 439 339 193
Graduates 246 164 95
Dallas and
Fort Worth 589 460 244

All Others 1,426 1,122 687

From the figures in Table 11, the average number of

stores named, visited, and at which purchases were made by
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students of each minor group were computed. These averages

were calculated to determine the differences, if any, in the

degree of familiarity of students with stores, and to eval-

uate the degree to which stores are attracting and securing

trade from each of the minor groups. Table 12 shows the

average number of stores which students of each group named,

visited, and at which purchases were made.

TABLE 12

AVERAGE NUMBER OF STORES NAMED, VISITED,
AND AT WHICH PURCHASES WERE MADE

BY RESPONDENTS OF EACH GROUP

Group Named Visited Purchased

Gross sample 8 6 4

Males 7 5 3
Females 9 8 5

Freshmen 7 6 4
Sophomores 8 7 4
Juniors 7 6 3
Seniors 9 7 4
Graduates 9 6 3

Dallas and Fort
Worth Students 8 6 3

All Other 8 6 4

From the figures in Tables 11 and 12, it is evident that

length of residence in Denton definitely affects the degree

of familiarity of students with Denton stores. Seniors and

Graduates have a higher average of stores named per student,
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and Sophomores and Seniors havd a higher average of stores

visited per student. The lower figures for Freshmen and

Juniors can be explained by the fact that Freshmen are gener-

ally unfamiliar with the stores due to their short length of

residence in Denton. The Junior classification includes a

large number of transfer students. This probably is the

reason for the lower average figures for this group. It

should be noted that the significant difference in the classi-

fication groups occurs in the familiarity of students with

stores and not in the figures for the average number of stores

at which purchases were made. Figures concerning the average

number of stores at which students had purchased do not vary

widely for each classification group. However, figures for

purchases probably could be increased for Freshmen and Jun-

iors if effective means of communication were employed by

the stores in reaching new students in each of these groups.

There appears to be a significant difference between the

findings for male and female students. Female students show

a much greater familiarity with stores than do male students.

Here, again, there seems to be opportunity for increasing

student trade by concentrating more effort toward developing

trade from male students.

There seems to be no significant difference between the

findings for Dallas and Fort Worth students and those from

other towns, except a slight difference in the number of stores

at which purchases were made. Dallas and Fort Worth students
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purchased at fewer stores, but the difference is so slight

that little weight can be attached to the findings.

Table 13 shows the percentage of total stores named by

each group,. at which students visited and purchased. These

figures indicate the effectiveness of the stores in attract-

ing and selling students of each group who named their store.

These percentages are based on totals for each group listed

in Table 11.

TABLE 13

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL STORES NAMED, AT WHICH STUDENTS
OF EACH GROUP VISITED AND PURCHASED

Group Per Cent Per Cent
Visited Purchased

Gross sample 79 46

Males 74 44
Females 84 49

Freshmen 81 52
Sophomores 84 49
Juniors 78 43
Seniors 77 44
Graduates 67 39

Dallas and Fort
Worth Students 78 41

All Others 79 48

Figures in Table 13 indicate a significant difference

in the shopping habits of male and female students* Female

students visited 84 per cent of the stores they named,
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compared to 74 per cent for males. This bears out the theory

that women are traditionally more careful shoppers than men.

Further evidence of the fact that length of residence affects

only the degree of familiarity of students with stores, is

shown by the figures for Freshmen and Seniors. Freshmen stu-

dents, while not naming as many stores as Seniors, visited

and purchased at a large proportion of the stores which they

named. Little difference appears in the findings for Dallas

and Fort Worth students and students from other towns except

in the proportions of students who purchased at stores named.

In this respect figures for Dallas and Fort Worth students are

slightly lower, indicating that they tend to shop a great

deal in their home towns, where there are larger stores and

a greater selection of merchandise from which to choose.

The overall results of Table 13 indicate that the stores

are securing trade from 46 per cent of the students who name

them. Figures for the various groups do not vary a great deal,

indicating that the stores are reaching each section of the

student market with about the same success. However, these

figures represent the combined totals of all the stores, and

not the results of particular stores. Tables 14 through 17

show the results of each store in reaching each minor group

included in the gross sample.

Findings for co classification groups.-Table 14

represents the effectiveness of each of the stores in
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securing trade from college freshmen. It shows the proportions

of the sixty-eight Freshmen in the sample who named, visited,

and purchased at each store.

TABLE 14

PERCENTAGE OF FRESHMEN RESPONDENTS WHO NAMED,
VISITED, AND PURCHASED AT EACH STORE

Store Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
Named Visited Purchased

Boston Store 91 81 56
Russell's 99 90 65
Penney's 57 37 25
Sears 31 25 12
Burr's 13 7 3
Curry's 77 68 43
Varsity Shop 96 85 66
Williams Store 22 13 7
Western Shop 19 12 4
Bushey's 6 2 2
Hendley's 35 32 27
Zilar's 31 28 19
La Mode 32 28 16
Vanity Shop 16 13 6
Sweet briar 29 25 12
Franklin's 24 13 6
Stone's Shoes 2 2 2
Austin Shoes 21 15 3
Other 18 7 3

Figures in Table 14 are approximately equal to findings

shown in Table 3 for the gross sample with the exception of

the ladies' specialty shops. Hendley's and Zilar's appear

slightly above average in the proportions of students who

purchased. Other ladies' specialty shops are also slightly

higher in the proportion of Freshmen who purchased than for
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the whole sample. This is probably due to the large number

of female students making up the Freshman classification.

Table 15 shows the percentage of Senior students who

named, visited, and purchased at each store. Tables showing

the proportions of Sophomores, Juniors, and Graduates who

named, visited, and purchased at each of the stores are shown

in the Appendix. These tables showed little difference in

findings for these groups from those of the gross sample.

TABLE 15

PERCENTAGE OF 48 SENIOR RESPONDENTS WHO NAMED,
VISITED, AND PURCHASED AT .EACH STORE

Store Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
Named Visited Purchased

Boston Store 96 83 60
Russell's 100 94 65
Penney's 73 52 29
Sears 44 38 27
Burrts 40 19 4
Curry's 77 65 42
Varsity Shop 81 79 67
Williams Store 35 21 2
Western Shop 40 19 6
Bushey's 8 8 -
Hendley's 33 27 13
Zilar's 27 25 19
La Mode 40 38 27
Vanity Shop 48 44 25
Sweetbriar 52 35 10
Franklin's 46 21 2
Stone's Shoes 15 8 -
Austin Shoes 31 21 6
Other 29 10 2
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There seems to be little significant difference in the

findings for Seniors and Freshmen other than the increase in

the proportion of students who named the stores. This dif-

ference in familiarity with the stores probably is due to the

greater length of time in which Senior students have had op-

portunity to acquaint themselves with Denton' stores. The

downtown ladies specialty shops appear slightly more success-

ful in securing trade from Seniors than from Freshmen. The

Vanity Shop appears to be securing the bulk of its student

trade from Seniors, indicating that it has been less success-

ful in communicating with students of lower classifications.

Findings for males and feinales.-Separate tabulations of

results for the two sex classifications were made to explore

any differences in the shopping habits of the groups, and to

measure the effectiveness of the stores in attracting trade

from each of the groups. Male and female students represent

two distinct markets within the total market, and from Table

16 one can see the difference in the shopping and purchasing

habits of the two groups at the different types of stores.

Table 16 shows the proportions of male and female stu-

dents who named, visited, and purchased at the different stores.

It shows that the two leading department stores, Russell's and

the Boston Store, are exceptionally successful in attracting

female trade. These stores also are competing favorably with

other stores in securing trade from male students.
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PERCENTAGES
WHO NAMED,

TABLE 16

OF 148 MALE AND 104 FEMALE RESPONDENTS
VISITED, AND PURCHASED AT EACH STORE

Store Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
Named Visited Purchased

M F M F M F

Boston Store 87 100 72 96 43 67
Russell's 97 100 89 98 51 94
Penney's 66 59 42 42 25 23
Sears 43 30 35 28 19 18
Burr's 36 23 18 13 7 2
Curry's 94 52 85 42 64 15
Varsity Shop 97 77 93 70 77 47
Williams Store 24 37 12 29 3 7
Western Shop 34 27 18 15 5 6
Bushey's 14 5 9 1 3 -
Hendley's 10 65 3 63 - 42
Zilar's 3 61 1 56 - 36
La Mode 6 64 1 55 1 29
Vanity Shop 5 63 3 57 1 22
Sweet briar 13 65 3 60 1 27
Franklin's 24 40 4 25 1 8
Stone's Shoes 8 5 6 1 1 -
Austin Shoes 25 26 21 14 6 6
Other 20 31 9 15 4 2

Russell's, having made sales to 94 per cent of the fe-

male students, appears to be exceptionally successful in at-

tracting female trade. The Varsity Shop, Hendley's, and

Zilar's, all campus stores, appear only moderately success-

ful in obtaining female trade.

A significant development that should be noted in Table

14 is the considerably better showing of all the ladies'

specialty shops compared with the results for the gross sample.

This can be explained by the fact that their primary market
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consists not of the total samp31, but of the 104 female stu-

dents included in the sample. Therefore, any true measure-

ment of the success of the specialty stores in the study would

need to be based on these figures. Even so, there appears to

be vast room for improvement among the ladies' specialty stores.

Of the remaining stores, Curry's, Sears, and Penney's,

appear to be attracting a moderate amount of female student

trade. Figures for other stores show that the trade going to

the shoe stores and the combination apparel stores is neg-

ligible.

Six stores appear to be obtaining the bulk of the male

student trade. These include four department stores, one

men's specialty shop, and one combination apparel store. Of

these, Curry's and the Varsity Shop, both campus stores, ap-

pear outstandingly successful in securing trade from male

students. Results indicate a great opportunity for improve-

ment among the combination stores and Burr's department store,.

The Varsity Shop and Curry's have a definite advantage in

their location. Probably the most important factor affecting

their standing however, is the high degree of importance

which they attach to student trade* The downtown stores ap-

pear to be directing a relatively small amount of their sell-

ing effort toward male students.

Comparing the results of female and male students in

their shopping habits, it is noted that male students tend to
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confine their purchases to fewer stores than females. This

indicates that fewer of the stores have been successful in

communicating with male students than with female students'.

Findings for Dallas and Fort Worth students .- Separate

findings for residents of Dallas and Fort Worth were tabulated,

and are shown in Table 17. This table shows that the students

TABLE 17

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS FROM DALLAS AND FORT WORTH
WHO NAMED, VISITED, AND PURCHASED AT EACH STORE

Store Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
Named Visited Purchased

Boston Store 91 82 43
Russell's 97 91 61
Penney's 51 32 12
Sears 32 26 18
Burr's 25 12 3
Curry's 74 70 42
Varsity Shop 88 84 65
Williams Store 29 15 14
Western Shop 30 16 5
Bushey's 5 3 1
Hendley's 38 33 18
Zilar's 33 29 15
La Mode 29 22 11
Vanity Shop 30 26 4
Sweetbriar 33 24 7
Franklin's 30 12 1
Stone's Shoes 7 4 1
Austin Shoes 21 15 8
Other 32 12 3

in this group do not differ greatly from the total sample in

their shopping and trading habits. The stores as a whole

appear to be attracting trade from this group in approximately
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the same proportions as the proportions for the total sample,

indicating that place of residence does not affect student

familiarity with Denton stores.

Tables 11 through 17 show that the stores are obtaining

trade from the minor groups in about the same proportions as

from the total sample. The only significant differences

exist in the trade obtained from male and female students.

Importance of Credit in Securing Student Trade

Response to the questions concerning credit indicates

that students do not consider the offering of credit or cash-

ing of checks as a major factor in determining where they

trade. Only 14 per cent of the total sample had applied for

credit in Denton stores of any kind. However, of the 14 per

cent who applied for credit, almost one fourth had difficulty

in securing credit, indicating a fairly strict student credit

policy. Only 3 per cent of the total sample had difficulty

cashing checks at apparel stores, which indicates a liberal

policy concerning the cashing of student checks.

Results of Stores Using Mail Advertising

Students listed ten apparel stores from which they had

received mail advertising. Of the total sample, seventy-four

students or 29 per cent of the gross sample had received ad-

vertising from one or more of the stores. Table 18 shows

the stores from which mail advertising was received, and also
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the percentages of those who purchased at the stores who

received advertising.

TABLE 18

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS, AND PERCENTAGE
OF RESPONDENTS WHO PURCHASED AT STORES WHO

RECEIVED MAIL ADVERTISING FROM EACH STORE

Store Per Cent of Total Per Cent of Students
Who Received Who Purchased, Who
Advertising Received Advertising

Russell's 17 27
Varsity Shop 9 14
Curry's 3 6
Boston Store 2 4
Sears 2 15
Sweetbriar 1 10
Williams Store 8
La Mode 3
Vanity Shop 7
Other

While the figures for the percentage of total respondents

who received mail advertising are small, the effectiveness of

mail advertising is evidenced by the fact that stores using

mail advertising all appear to be successful in attracting

student trade. Russell's, the leading store in securing stu-

dent trade, apparently is using mail advertising to good ad-

vantage. While the standing of the stores is not determined

entirely by the effect of advertising, mail advertising does

appear to be a good means of communicating with potential

student customers.
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Evaluation of Available Advertising Media

There are three principal advertising media available to

stores for reaching college students. These include The

Denton Record Chronicle, the local paper; The C us Chat,

a college publication; and KDNT, the local radio station.

Each medium was evaluated in its importance in.reaching the

student body. The student readership of the two papers and

the frequency with which students listened to the radio sta-

tion were determined from results of questions VIII, IX, and

X of the questionnaire.

The results indicate that The Campus Chat, with a student

readership of 92 per cent, is the best medium for reaching

college students. This publication Is semi-weekly while The

Denton Record Chronicle is a daily paper. KDNT, with a daily

audience of 32 per cent of the student body, appears to be

the second ranking medium for reaching students* In addition

to the 32 per cent daily audience, 46 per cent of the student

body listens to the radio station at least once a week. The

Denton Record Chronicle, with a daily readership of only 7

per cent of the student body, is definitely the poorest of

the three media for reaching students.

In addition to these three media, the stores can effec-

tively reach the students through direct mail advertising.

The findings concerning these media will be used in Chapter

IV in measuring the effectiveness of the advertising programs

of selected stores.



CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS CONCERNING

SELECTED STORE POLICIES

Introduction

The amount of student trade obtained by the stores in

this study is directly affected by a number of factors.

Location, selection of merchandise, pricing, sales personnel,

advertising, and store layout all affect the number of students

who visit and trade at the stores; but probably the most im-

portant factor in securing student trade is the general at-

titude of the stores concerning the importance of this trade.

The importance attached to student trade will determine to

what extent the factors listed above will be directed toward

securing trade from the college market. As mentioned in Chap-

ter I, there are three distinct markets which the merchants

of Denton serve. Some of the stores tend to concentrate a

large amount of their selling effort on either the townspeople,

the students, or the rural population, while others adapt

their operations to serve all three markets.

Recognizing the varied composition of the market, the

stores may choose their primary and secondary markets as their

operations permit. A thorough analysis of the operations and

sales programs of the different stores would be required to

47
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determine which of the groups in the total market offers the

best opportunities for each store. Since an analysis of each

store was not possible in this study, interviews were conducted

with eleven store managers to determine current policies and

the general importance of student trade to Denton apparel

stores. The interviews were informal, in which managers were

shown preliminary tabulations of the study and asked to state

the importance of student trade to their particular store and

the appeals used to stimulate trade.

Stores included in this part of the study were six down-

town stores - Russell's, The Boston Store, The Vanity; Shop,

Sweetbriar, Franklin's, Burr's, and Penney's; and the four

campus stores - The Varsity Shop, Curry's, Hendley's, and

Zilar's. These stores represent a fairly good cross-section

of the four main types of apparel stores in Denton, and should

indicate the general policies and practices of all stores.

Importance of Student Trade - Selected Stores

To learn the relative importance of student trade in the

overall operations of the stores, managers were asked to esti-

mate the proportion of their total volume which is made up of

sales to students. All managers voiced the opinion that stu-

dent trade is very important to the success of the town, and

to the stores in the town. However, estimates of the importance

of student trade to particular stores varied from 10 per cent

to 90 per cent of total volume, indicating that although the
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managers recognized the overall importance of student trade,

the stores differed greatly in the amount of importance at-

tached to trade for their particular stores. Table 19 shows

each store and the stated importance of student trade to each.

TABLE 19

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL VOLUME OF TRADE WHICH IS MADE
UP OF SALES TO STUDENTS AT EACH STORE

Store Per Cent of Total Per Cent of Total
Volume Made Up of Respondents Who
Sales to Students' Purchased

Russell's 33 67
Boston Store 25 54
Penney's 25 24
Burr's 10 5
Vanity Shop - 10
Sweetbriar 50 12
Franklin's 50 4
Hendley's 85 18
Zilar's 90 15
Varsity Shop 85 65
Curry's 80 44

*Estimates by store managers.

These figures, compared to the total respondents who

purchased at the stores, show that the stores which consider

student trade to be most important are the stores which showed

up well in the study. One exception is Franklin's, where the

estimated per cent of total volume was 50 per cent compared

to only 4 per cent of the total respondents who made a purchase

there.
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The estimate of the proportion of total volume which is

made up of sales to students must be compared to the relative

size of the stores in order to approximate the volume of stu-

dent trade which each store secures. The campus stores nat-

urally depend upon student trade more heavily than do the

downtown stores. Evidence of this is the large percentage of

their total volume which is estimated to come from the student

market. The smaller figures for the Boston Store, Russell's,

and Penney's should not be interpreted to mean that they are

below average in securing trade, but that their total volume

is probably much greater than that of the smaller stores.

Present Methods Used to Stimulate Student Trade

In addition to advertising, the stores are using varied

special merchandising and sales promotion programs to secure

student trade. Most of the stores rely heavily on window dis-

plays, selection of merchandise, location, and "word of mouth"

advertising in attracting trade, with little aggressive pro-

motion directed toward students.

Several of the stores have participated in campus activi-

ties, such as style shows, to good advantage. Another possible

means of reaching students which was used by The Varsity Shop

is through the use of handbills or "throw aways." Gift cer-

tificates are used by Curry's and Hendley's, and have proved

moderately successful in attracting trade. Phone calls and

other personal contacts with the students have been used by

a few stores with moderate success.
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Of the eleven stores included in this part of the study,

only two, Russell's and the Boston Store, grant credit to

students. These stores operate on a strict credit policy to

students, making a careful choice of students to whom they

grant credit. All the other stores prefer a cash basis for

students, but offer lay-away or some similar plan. All of

the stores indicated that student checks were cashed readily

if the students were properly identified.

From the study of student shopping and trading prefer-

ences, credit did not appear to be a major factor in attract-

ing student trade. Whether the stores could increase the

trade attracted by offering credit to students cannot be def-

initely ascertained, but the trade lost through the failure

to grant credit probably is small.

Present Advertising Media Used by Stores

One of the main problems throughout this study has been

the proper method of attracting the maximum number of students

to the stores . Most of the stores appear to be only moder-

ately successful in attracting students. This failure to at-

tract potential customers is one of the main reasons for the

poor showing of some of the stores in securing trade. Loca-

tion, selection of goods, and sales methods all affect the

attraction of potential customers, but probably the greatest

single factor is the amount and type of advertising used by

the stores in reaching the student market.
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There are many possible means of communicating with stu-

dents through advertising, the most important being news-

papers, radio, and direct mail. There are two newspapers

available to stores for reaching students, The Denton Record

Chronicle and The Campus Chat. The student readership of each

of these papers has been shown in Chapter III, along with the

student audience of KDNT, the radio station. A list of the

stores from which students stated they received mail advertis-

ing was also shown in Chapter III.

In Table 20 the various advertising media used by each

store are shown, indicating whether the stores are choosing

media which offer the best opportunities for reaching students.

TABLE 20

ADVERTISING MEDIA EMPLOYED BY STORES
IN REACHING COLLEGE STUDENTS

Store Campus Denton Record KDNT Direct
Chat Chronicle Mail

Russell's X X X X
Boston Store X X X
Varsity Shop X X X
Curry's X X - X
Hendley's -w -n
Zilar's - - -

Vanity Shop X X X -
Sweetbriar X X - X
Franklin's X X
Penney's X X - -

Burr's - X X

With the exception of Hendley's and Zilar's, which ob-

viously depend heavily on location to draw trade, the stores
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with the most complete advertising plans are the stores which

appear to be outstanding throughout the study. The standing

of Franklin's and Burr's is reflected in their choice of

media. Neither store is using the college paper nor direct

mail, indicating that they tend to concentrate their advertis-

ing efforts primarily on the city and rural markets.

The Campus Chat, which was found to be the best medium

available for reaching students, is used by seven of the eleven

stores. The extent to which the stores advertise in this

medium varies greatly. During the period covered by this study

the stores using Chat advertising purchased 2,309 column inches

of display space. The distribution of this space among the

various stores is shown in Table 21, with the number of months

in which insertions were made by each store.

TABLE 21

ADVERTISING SPACE PURCHASED BY EACH STORE
AND THE NUMBER OF MONTHS IN WHICH

INSERTIONS WERE MADE BY EACH*

Store Number of Months Column Inches Purchased
Insertions were During Nine Months
Made Period

Russell's 9 1,211
Boston Store 8 373
Varsity Shop 7 417
Curry's 2 70
Vanity Shop 7 223
Sweetbriar 1 15
Penney's

'Figures obtained from records in office of The Cmp
Chat.
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From these figures it is obvious that Russell's has the

most complete coverage in The Cpmpus Chat. Three of the top

five stores in the study use this medium quite extensively,

indicating that they have found it to be useful in attracting

trade from the college market. An interesting finding shown

in Table 21 is the large amount of advertising employed by

the Vanity Shop in relation to its sales to students. The

standing of this store does not indicate that it has received

trade in proportion to this amount of advertising. This pos-

sibly is due to the price lines of the store, which are con-

siderably higher than those of similar stores. Curry's and

Sweetbriar, while seemingly inadequate in their advertising

in the college paper, strengthen their programs with direct

mail.

Russell's, The Boston Store, and The Varsity Shop appear

to be getting good results from their advertising in the

college paper. Their standing in the study had indicated

that they tend to direct a considerable amount of their sales

promotion toward securing student trade. From the great amount

of advertising used by Russell's, and the seemingly good re-

sults obtained, it seems that some of the other stores would

find it profitable to concentrate more of their advertising

effort on the student market. Russell's is a much larger con-

cern than most of the other ten stores, but not to the extent

to which the difference in advertising indicates. Over half
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the advertising space in the college paper was bought by Rus-

sell's, while it is doubtful that Russell's receives that

proportional amount of the total student apparel trade.

An interesting finding concerning advertising plans of

the stores is the small number of stores using direct mail to

reach students. Possibly this is due to the difficulty in se-

curing names and addresses of students necessary for construct-

ing a mailing list. Several managers stated that it was very

difficult to obtain this information, and gave that as a reason

for not using direct mail to students. Russell's, Curry's and

Sweetbriar are the only stores which use direct mail advertis-

ing. This is contradictory to the findings shown in Table 18,

Chapter III, which showed that students claimed to have re-

ceived mail advertising from the Boston Store, Varsity Shop,

and The Vanity Shop. This difference probably is due to the

misinterpretation of the term "mail advertising" by the stu-

dents, or due to the fact that The Varsity Shop and The Vanity

Shop have used mail advertising in the past.

The three stores using direct mail are leading stores of

their particular types, indicating that mail advertising may

be an effective means of communicating with students. The use

of mail advertising offers the stores the nearest substitute

for personal contact with students, and there seems to be vast

room for expanding the use of this medium in reaching potential

student customers. Further evidence of the success of direct
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mail is shown by the fact that Russell's, the leading depart-

ment store in this study, is planning a direct mail program

which will reach every student enrolled in the college for

the 1953-54 school year.

Results of Interviews With Store Managers Compared
With Overall Results of the Study

Results of interviews with store managers indicate that

the amount of student trade secured by the stores is in di-

rect proportion to the amount of sales and promotional effort

which each store directs toward the student market. The stores

which appeared most successful in the student survey also were

found to be concentrating a significant amount of their sales

promotion on the college market. Stores which appeared less

successful in the survey were found to be lacking in their ad-

vertising and sales promotion directed toward students.

Of all the stores included in this part of the study,

only one seems to be making a sufficiently aggressive bid for

student trade. Throughout the survey Russell's appeared to be

the leading store in securing student trade,. A study of the

advertising and promotion programs of the stores revealed that

Russell's also had the most complete plan of all the stores.

The Boston Store and Varsity Shop, while fairly successful in

securing trade, do not seem to be achieving theiit maximumpo-

tential in this respect. The trade received by these stores

could probably be increased by additional advertising to
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students. The Varsity Shop, while depending almost entirely

on the student market for trade, appears to be relying heavily

on its convenient location and selection of goods to draw

trade. Both the Varsity Shop and the Boston Store probably

could strengthen their efforts to secure trade by employing

mail advertising to the students.

All the campus stores depend heavily on the college mar-

ket for trade, yet the advertising and promotion programs of

these stores do not seem adequate for securing maximum student

trade. Hendley's and Zilar's are using no adverising at all,

and Curry's is- very weak in this respect. It iA likely that

the trade secured by these stores could be increased by employ-

ing more complete advertising programs.

The difficulty of the Vanity Shop in securing trade has

already been discussed. This store apparently is successful

in attracting trade but less successful in selling to students

who visit. Possibly the price lines of this store do not ap-

peal to students, since the manager voiced this opinion when

interviewed.

Sweetbriar, a leading ladies' specialty shop, evidently

depends largely on the college market for trade. Its adver-

tising program is not in proportion to the stated importance

of student trade to the store. It is using the college paper

sparingly, and does not use KDNT. These are the two top rank-

ing media for reaching students, and the amount of trade se-

cured by the store could probably be increased by including

these media in its advertising program.
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Franklin's apparently is failing to attract a significent

amount of student trade. It uses the radio station and the

local paper as the basis for its advertising program.. These

media do not reach a large number of students, indicating that

the store does not concentrate on the college market. However,

the manager of the store stated that 50 per cent of the store's

total volume was made up of students. If this estimate is

correct, the store should strengthen its advertising program

to students by using the college paper and possibly direct

mail.

Penney's and Burr's, both department stores, apparently

cater principally to the city and rural markets for trade.

Their advertising to students is very weak and indicates that

both stores might increase their student trade by employing

more effective advertising.

These interviews with managers did not include discussion

of all the factors affecting student trading, but do indicate

the comparative degrees to which the stores tend to concentrate

on the college market for trade. Whether the stores which

showed up poorly in the study should change their policies

and operations depends upon the objectives of the operations

of each store. However, if the stores which showed up poorly

in the study should desire to improve their standing in de-

veloping student trade, they should analyze the factors which

affect student trade and adapt their operations so that they

might more adequately serve students.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

The findings of this study of attraction of student trade

by Denton apparel stores reveal that the amount of trade se-

cured by individual stores and store types differs greatly.

Some conclusions concerning the distribution of college trade

among the various stores have been made by the author. While

these conclusions are not all-inclusive, they do show the

varying amounts of trade secured by the stores and some of the

trading characteristics of the college students.

Overall conclusions.-According to findings in the study,

the Denton apparel stores as a whole do not seem to be achiev-

ing their maximum potential in securing student trade. One

possible method of estimating the overall potential trade

available from the college market is to assume that each of

the stores might have secured purchases from all of the 252

respondents included in the study. It should be stated here

that the purchases referred to are the last purchases made at

each store by students, and do not represent all of the purchases

made by students during the entire period.

If eadh of the respondents had made a purchase at each

of the stores, the overall potential purchases would be 6,300.
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However, the total number of purchases made by the respondents

was only 931, or 15 per cent of the maximum potential. There-

fore it can be assumed that the stores as a whole have been

only 15 per cent efficient in securing trade from the college

market. The efficiency of individual stores ranged from less

than one per cent to 67 per cent, as is shown in Table 3,

Chapter III. The overall figure appears to be very low, prob-

ably due to the fact that a number of the stores handle either

men's or women's apparel exclusively, and do not cater to. the

whole of the market. Eight stores equal or exceed the aver-

age figure for purchases secured from students. These include

four downtown department stores: Russell's, The Boston Store,

Penney's, and Sears; and four campus stores: The Varsity Shop,

Curry's, Hendley's, and Zilar's.

The stores as a whole appear slightly more successful in

attracting potential customers than in securing sales, having

attracted 1,582 shoppers from the potential of 6,300, the

total of potential shoppers if each student had visited each

of the stores. The 1,582 shoppers represent 25 per cent of

the potential, indicating that the stores have been 25 per

cent efficient in attracting potential customers from the mar-

ket. Again it should be noted that some stores cater to only

part of the total market and this tends to lower the overall

figure. Ten stores equal or exceed this overall figure for

students attracted to the stores. They include the eight

stores listed in the above paragraph and two downtown ladies'
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specialty shops, Sweetbriar and The Vanity Shop, both located

in the downtown area.

Conclusions concern specific store types.-On the basis

of the last purchase made, the students in this study made a

total of 931 purchases at the twenty-five apparel stores. Of

these purchases, 425, or 45 per cent, were made at the five

department stores. One hundred ninety-three purchase,21 per

cent of the total, were made at combination men's and women's

apparel stores. The ladies's specialty shops secured 176 pur-

chases, 19 per cent of the total. The men's specialty shop

secured 12 per cent of the total purchases, and the shoe stores

and "other" stores secured 3 per cent. From these figures it

may be assumed that the department stores are securing the

bulk of student trade, followed in order by the combination

stores, ladies's specialty shops, men's specialty shop, and

shoe stores.

Eighty-two per cent of the total purchases made by stu-

dents were made at the eight stores which exceed the average

figure of 15 per cent for student purchases. The other seven-

teen stores secured only 18 per cent of the total purchases.

More than one-third of the total purchases were made at two

stores, Russell's and The Varsity Shop. Russell's secured 19

per cent of the total, and The Varsity Shop secured 17 per cent

of the total.

Conclusions concerning trade secured from minor groups .-

Of the three minor groups within the college market, the trad-

ing characteristics of the male and female respondents appear
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to differ most. The stores as a whole appear to have secured

less trade from male than from female students. The 104 fe-

male respondents constituted potential purchases of 2,600, on

the basis of the last purchase made. Of this potential, the

stores secured 470 purchases, 18 per cent of the total possible

purchases. The 148 male respondents constituted potential

purchases of 3,700, from which the stores secured 461 purchases,

12 per cent of the potential. This difference in trade secured

from male and female students may merely indicate that the male

student normally makes fewer apparel purchases than does the

female. Also, only fourteen of the stores handle men's apparel,

while nineteen of the stores handle women's apparel.

The college classification groups tend to differ notice-

ably in their familiarity with the stores. Senior students

named 439 stores for an average of nine stores per student,

while Freshman students named 491 stores, an average of only

seven stores per student. The average for total respondents

was eight, indicating that Freshman students tend to be less

familiar with the stores than do students of other classifica-

tions. However, the stores have secured purchases from each

of these groups in about the same proportions. The stores

have secured 16 per cent of the potential purchases of Seniors

and 15 per cent of the potential purchases of Freshmen. These

figures indicate that the stores are securing trade from the

classification groups in approximately the same proportions

as those for the gross sample.
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The stores appear to have secured trade from Dallas and

Fort Worth students and students from other cities in approx-

imately the same proportions. The stores as a whole have se-

cured 13 per cent of the total potential purchases of the

seventy-six Dallas and Fort Worth students and 16 per cent of

the total potential for the 176 students from other cities.

These figures indicate that place of residence may have a

slight effect on the trade secured from students.

Conclusions concern the importance of student trade

to individual stores.-Certain individual stores apparently do

not consider the college trade as a major market for their

merchandise. The chain department stores and some of the in-

dependent stores apparently draw most of their trade from the

city and rural markets, while the campus stores, ladies'

specialty shops, and the two independent department stores

draw a large amount of their trade from the college market.

The sales effort concentrated on the college market by most

of this latter group does not seem adequate, considering the

importance of student trade to the stores.

It seems that most of the stores could substantially in-

crease the amount of trade secured by expanding their adver-

tising and sales promotion plans, by handling lines of mer-

chandise which are most appealing to students, and by adjust-

ing their price lines to the ranges in which students normally

buy. Window displays and the layout of some of the stores
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might be revised so that merchandise for students is more

noticeable to shoppers. These are some general observations

made by the author, and represent the author's opinion rather

than proven fact.

Recommendations

Whether the stores should change their policies and op-

erations in order to secure greater student trade is of course

dependent upon the objectives of each store. The following

general recommendations are offered by the author for consider-

ation by the stores which depend on the college market for a

major proportion of their total volume.

1. Expand advertising and sales promotion programs.-The

investigation of advertising and sales promotion programs of

the stores revealed that only nine stores are using the col-

lege paper as an advertising medium, and fewer are using

direct mail. The wide student readership of the college paper

and the flexibility of direct mail justify a recommendation

for increased use of these media in reaching students. An

increase in advertising by the downtown stores is especially

needed if they are to compete favorably with the campus stores,

which have an advantage in their convenient location.

In addition to increased advertising, the stores could

probably increase student trade by special sales promotion

programs through sponsoring style shows and participation in

other campus activities.
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2. Select merchandise which ppealsto students.-From

observations by the author, a number of the stores do not

handle a sufficient selection of merchandise which appeals to

students. Inventories of these goods should coincide with the

proportion of their total sales volume which is made up of

student trade. Mere advertising will not secure student trade

unless it is backed up by merchandise with student appeal.

3. Carry merchandise price lines which appeal to students.-

Merchandise price lines should be adjusted to the range in

which students normally tend to buy. At least one store ap-

peared to be losing trade due to price lines which were higher

than the normal range for students.

4. Arrange store layoutand window displays so that -

par~e for students is well exhibited.-The layout of the store

should be such that student apparel is well exhibited and

easily accessible. The window displays should exhibit mer-

chandise which appeals to students, so that student traffic

will be attracted to the store. Several of the stores are

lacking in effective displays of student apparel.

5. Choose sales personnel who understand the needs of

college students.-The way in' which students are received by

the stores appears to be much more important than special ser-

vices offered by the stores. Some casual statements of' stu-

dents observed by the author indicate that personnel in some

of the stores seem to ignore student shoppers. It should be
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remembered that all students are not just "lookers." They

represent a very important potential market for apparel.

These suggestions for improvement by the stores in se-

curing student trade are by no means all-inclusive. However,

these are the main points of needed improvement found in this

study, and it is the belief of the author that consideration

of these points by the stores would result in greater trade

secured from the college market.

Recommendations for Further Research

1. This study has deqlt only with the comparative effec-

tiveness of the stores in securing trade from the college mar-

ket, with little development of the factors which tend to in-

fluence student trade. An investigation of the factors which

influence student trading would be very beneficial to the

Denton merchants in adapting their operations to secure max-

imum student trade.

2. Another study which would further aid the merchants

would be an investigation into student shopping preferences,

through depth interviews. This study would show why students

tend to trade at various stores, giving the merchants some

specific information concerning the best methods of securing

student trade.

3. Finally, a study of the price lines which appeal to

students might be made to determine thenormal range of prices

which students pay for different items of apparel. This would

give the merchants specific knowledge of merchandisewhich would

most readily sell to students.



APPENDIX

RESULTS OF QUESTIONS IN QUESTIONNAIRE AND TABLES

REFERRED TO IN BODY OF THESIS

TABLE 22

NUMBER OF STUDENTS WHO NAMED, VISITED,
AND PURCHASED AT EACH STORE

Store Number Number Number
Named Visited Purchased

Boston Store 233 208 136
Russell's 247 230 169
Varsity Shop 224 210 163
Curry's 193 170 110
Hendley's 84 70 45
Zilar's 67 65 37
La Mode 76 59 32
Vanity 68 63 24
Sweetbriar 87 66 29
Penney's 159 106 61
Sears 94 81 47
Willaims Store 73 48 12
Western Shop 74 38 13
Franklin's , 77 32 9
Stone's Shoes 17 12 2
Austin Shoes 64 45 15
Burr's 77 40 12
BusheY's 25 14 5
Other" 71 30 8

Includes Smart and Thrifty, Mode O'Day, Kahn's, Army
Store, Young Moderns, Craven's, and M and M. Figures so
small that little significance could be attached to them.
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TABLE 23

NUMBER OF STUDENTS WHO NAMED STORES AS DOING A GOOD
OR POOR JOB OF SERVING COLLEGE STUDENTS

Store Good Job of Poor Job of
Serving Students Serving Students

Number Number

Boston Store 49 13Russell's 81 19Varsity Shop 110 8
Curry's 87 1
Hendley's 19 2Zilar 's 18 1
La Mode 5
Vanity 5 0
Sweetbriar 9 1
Penney's 8 2
Sears 0 1
Willaims Store 2 2
Western Shop 3 0
Franklin's 0 1
Stone's Shoes Q0Q
Austin Shoes 0 1
Burr's 0 1
Bushey's 0 0
Other 0 2

TABLE 24

NUMBER OF STUDENTS WHO RECEIVED
MAIL ADVERTISING FROM STORES

Store

Russell's.
Varsity Shop
Boston Store
Sears. . -0*
Sweetbriar .
Williams Store
Curry's. . . .
La Mode. . ..
Vanity Shop.
Other. . . ..

Number of
Students

- . . . . . 43
*. . . . . 22

. . . . . . 5
* . . . . . 5
. . . . . . 3
* . . . . . 1
. * . . S . 7
* . . . . * 1
. . * . . . I
. . . , * . 1
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TABLE 25

RESULTS OF QUESTIONS CONCERNING
CREDIT AND CASHING OF CHECKS

Number of Students Who Had Diffi-
culty Cashing Checks at Store

Store Number of Students

Boston Store . . . . . 2
Russell's. . . . . . . 3
Hendley's. . . . . . . 1
Sears. . . . . . . . . 2
Penneyfs . . . . . . . 1
Sweetbriar. ..... 1
Williams Store .... 1
Total. .# .o .. 1~1

Number of Charge Accounts Held
by Students at Denton Stores

Store Number of Students

Russell's. . . . . . . 8
Varsity Shop . . . . . 3
Willaims Store . . . . 2
Boston Store..... 5
Curryys........ 2
La Mode. ...... . 1
Vanity Shop. . . . . . I
Other" .# .* .9 ... 238

Total....... 60

Includes stores other than apparel stores.

Number of Students Who Have Applied
for Credit at Denton Stores, and had

Difficulty in Securing Credit

Store Number of Students Who
had Credit Difficulty

Russell's. . . 3
Sears. . . . . . 2
Boston Store . . . 1
Other* . . . . . . 2

Total. .....

Includes stores other than apparel stores
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TABLE 26

PERCENTAGE OF 28 GRADUATE STUDENTS WHO NAMED,
VISITED, AND PURCHASED.AT EACH STORE

Store Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
Named Visited Purchased

Boston Store 89 71 54
Russell's 93 86 64
Varsity Shop 93 85 64
Curry's 82 71 39
Handley's 39 25 14
Zilar's 29 21 11
La iode 29 18 7
Vanity Shop 25 18 4
Sweetbriar 32 21 4
Penney's 79 40 21
Sears 43 39 21
Williams Store 46 18 4
Western Shop 14 7 4
Franklin's 29 7 4
Stone's Shoes 4 0 0
Austin Shoes 25 14 4
Burr's 43 14 7
Bushey's 36 11 4
Other 50 18 11

TABLE 27

RESULTS OF QUESTIONS CONCERNING STUDENT-
PREFERENCE OF ADVERTISING MEDIA

Number of Students Who Read the
Two Newspapers Regularly

Paper

Campus Chat . . . .
Denton Record Chronicl

Number of Students

. 231
Le 7

Student Audience of KDNT

Frequency

Daily. . . . . . . . .
At least once a week
Less than once a week.

Number of Students
81

103
68
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TABLE 28

PERCENTAGE OF 55 JUNIOR STUDENTS WHO NAMED
VISITED, AND PURCHASED AT EACH STORE

Store I Per Cent I I Pet "

Boston Store

Russell 's

Varsity Shop

Curry' V

Hendley's

Zilar 's

La Mode

Vanity Shop

Sweetbriar

Penney's

Sears

Williams Store

Western Shop

Franklin 's

Stone's Shoes

Austin Shoes

Bur s

Bushey fs

Other

Named

91

96

84

75

29

20

29

29

29

53

29

29

29

20

9

22

27

7

29

.& ent

Visited
memo"

9I

I

- - - -

Per Cent
Purchased

55

64

62

44

11

7

9

4

7

18

13

2

4

0

0

8

6

2

2

84

87

78

62

24

16

16

27

22

35

24

16

13

9

7

20

18

6

9
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TABLE 29

PERCENTAGE OF 53 SOPHOMORES, STUDENTS
VISITED, AND PURCHASED AT EACH

WHO NAMED,
STORE

Store Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
Named Visited Purchased

Boston Store

Russell ts

Varsity Shop

Curry's

Hendley's

Zilar ts

La Mode

Vanity Shop

Sweetbriar

Penneyt 5

Sears

Williams Store

Western Shop

Franklin 's

Stone's Shoes

Austin Shoes

Burr's

Bushey's

Other

94

100

91

76

32

26

21

30

32

64

45

23

42

38

6

30

36

6

28

89

98

89

74

28

26

15

25

26

49

42

23

27

11

6

19

23

6

19

45

77

64

49

21

15

11

9

17

26

25

8

8

4

2

9

6

4

4

NNW
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